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HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPUTERS.
BECAUSE IT'S NOT RAH-RAHAND
THE OLD SCHOOLTIE ANYMORE.

The old, simple clays of education are gone. Today's educational world

is complicated and complex. It's full of records, paperwork and data

which is exasperating to everyone involved.

That's why wedecided to do something about it at Hewlett-Packard.
We've worked hard at becoming the leader in designing computers for

educational needs. Computers that can simplify and enhance your work,

leaving you the critical time to bring about the educational programs
you set out to accomplish. For instance, we've developed terminal-

oriented computer systems and applications packages to meet instruc-

tional and administrative needs.

At Hewlett-Packard we can't bring back the good old days of edu-
cation. But we can help you make the present educational process a lot

more effective. Write Hewlett-Packard and find out all the facts. It could

be the most important thing you've done for your educational system in

a long time.

HP Computers.
They work for education.

HEWLETTM PACKARD



BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN IV

and assembler

in one timesharing system.

$31240
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CREATIVE COMPUTING Editorial

Learning With Computer Games
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Here's a challenging new 2-person game to play on your pocket calculator.

THE
KEYBOARD GAME
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Magic Squares
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FRANKLIN PROGRAM



SAMPLE RUN
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David vs. 12 Goliaths





A Brief Guide to the Theory of Relativity

(in easyto understand language)









































i-Usual Mathematics for Computer Solution
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In computer play, the aggressire method ot play is significantly better than the defensive,
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ROADRACE
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Lowest Price intheWorld!


